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Why push for lots of digits?

• Suggested answer by Richtmeyer, 1932 paper in Science,                       
‘The romance of the next decimal place’  

• Test theory ,  expected for ‘exact science’

• Search for small deviations of standard properties arising 
from new physics

• Experimenters will add digits regardless: ‘because making 
such measurements is great fun’, attributed to Michelson. 
(Theorists not immune).

• As QED advances, uncertainties from hadronic effects 
eventually dominate, and the atom becomes a miniature 
nuclear physics lab. Size of proton of current interest.



•Hydrogen hyperfine splitting(as challenge to QCD)

1420.405 751 7864 (17) MHz

1s-2s splitting in hydrogen (for Rydberg)

2 466 061 413 187 035(10) Hz (0.004 ppt)

Recoil of Rubidium and Cesium (for fine structure constant α)

Electron g-2 (for new physics)

0.001 159 652 180 73(28)  (0.23 ppb)

Helium fine structure (for α and many-electron QED test)

31 908 130.98(13) MHz  (4.1 ppb)

Hydrogenlike Carbon (for mass of electron)

Precision Experiments:



g factor of free electron: Quantum electrodynamics



Drell QED talk (1978)

• Unusual feature: after showing electron g-2 status, says of 
perturbation theory ‘this is getting out of hand!’ and asks 
Schwinger to go beyond perturbation theory and get g-2 
nonperturbatively [Julian: Get to work!]

• Drell contributions to subject with Pagels (dispersion 
relations), Brodsky (substructure). 

• Used solid state determinations of  a and a ppm experiment: 
now use ‘recoil’ determination of a and a  ppb experiment:



g factor of free electron: Quantum electrodynamics



Recoil value of a

• Basically no theory required to get a from Rydberg if recoil       
velocity of decaying alkali atom can be measured:

Lots of theory (but at energy scale of  eV rather than Mev)  
needed to get the Rydberg from 1s-2s experiment: involves 
a different kind of nonperturbative effect, inclusion of 
binding corrections to all orders.



Simplest binding correction:  1s Dirac 
energy with nucleus charge Z:

Obviously want complete function at high Z, but even at low
Z will usually be more accurate. For Lamb shift need to work 
with electron propagator in intense Coulomb field of nucleus.
Hydrogenlike uranium tests QED in extreme environment: note 
Drell interest in high energy scattering tests.



Progress on evaluating radiative 
corrections in bound states, both exactly 

and as expansions in Za

• Best known function: one loop self energy contribution to the 
Lamb shift:

• F(Za) studied both as an expansion in Za or numerically: start 
with an integral involving the Dirac-Coulomb propagator: 



The one-loop self energy contribution

In coordinate space electron propagator known in terms of a partial
wave expansion. Ultraviolet divergences associated with x=y: even after 
removal, residual terms have slow convergence. 1999 work by 
Jentschura, Mohr, and Soff obtained sufficient accuracy with 
sophisticated acceleration schemes. 



From 1s-2s to Rydberg:

Fix Rydberg and a, float proton radius for simplicity

2 466 061 413 187 035 Hz

Pull out Dirac energy corrected for finite proton 
mass: see 7 GHz Lamb shift 

7 127 828 424 Hz

Pull out one loop Lamb shift along with leading 
recoil corrections: see two loop Lamb shift and 
proton size (.84 fm -967 kHz, 0.88 fm -1061 kHz)

1 670 961 Hz



Two loop Lamb shift

• Much activity now devoted to the two loop self energy 
contribution to the Lamb shift, F(4)(Za).

• First correct evaluation of lowest order term carried out at 
SLAC theory group by Appelquist and Brodsky (1970), found 

• First binding correction strikingly large, calculated by Pachucki
(1995): 27 percent reduction at Z=1!

• Calls for nonpertubative treatment of two loop graphs: 
carried out by Shabaev and Yerokhin and others. 



Importance of two loop corrections:

2 466 061 413 187 035 Hz

7 127 828 424 Hz

1 670 961 Hz

Pull out lowest order two loop Lamb shift:

779 472 Hz

With first order binding correction

1 039 654 Hz

Dramatic, but first 10 digits of 1s-2s unaffected, so extract 
recoil value  of a before discussing proton size



Recoil a in electron g-2 limiting new 
physics (new Aoyama preprint):

• a-1 = 137. 035 998 995(85) (0.62 ppb)

• ae(th) =   0.001 159 652 182 032(720)

• ae(exp) = 0.001 159 652 180 73(28)

• Because of shifts in recoil a and large 5 loop coefficient, at 
present possible new physics:

• a(exp)-a(th) = -0.000 000 000 001 300(770)



Proton size

• Large transitions have Lamb shift enter at ppm, size of proton 
about 1ppm of Lamb shift.

• Hessels presently aiming at 2 kHz Lamb shift, much easier to 
find size.

• Muonic hydrogen even simpler, hardly any QED effect past 
leading order of interest, and gives accurate value: why it 
differs from scattering and atomic data still unresolved.

• 2S-4P recent measurement favors smaller proton



Richter comment on Drell’s influence:

• ’As head of the SLAC theory group, Drell
brought to us a whole host of theoretical 
physicists who began creating the present 
picture we have of the structure of matter’

• In UCLA talk, treated work by Caswell and 
Lepage that turned into NRQED, now the 
framework for much of activity in QED 



NRQED

• Variational methods for few electron atoms allow effectively 
exact solutions of the Schr ሷ𝑜dinger equation for few electron 
systems (helium, lithium, beryllium, hydrogen molecule): for 
helium use

Ground state energy -2.903 724 377 034 119 … atomic units



Helium fine structure

• Candidate for accurate fine structure determination: 
experimental progress to 4 ppb level

• Pachucki and Yerokhin find large interval, after NRQED 
calculation to order ma7,  31 908.131 4(17) MHz

• Experiment                           31 908.130 98(13) MHz

• 31 ppb determination of   a,  next order in a needs to be 
calculated for improvement

a-1 = 137.035 999 55(368) 



• Study hydrogenic carbon in constant magnetic field in Penning 
trap: two frequencies measured, depends on g factor of 
bound electron,

• Theory of g factor gives, starting with one loop

Sub-ppb determination of electron mass



Bound-electron g factor

Experimental result for 12C5+:

ωL/ωc = 4376.210 500 89 (11)(7)

[Sturm et al. Nature 506, 467 (2014)]

Experiments:



Feynman diagrams for radiative
corrections to one-potential 

perturbations

Nonperturbative function C(2)(Za) enters, studied for 
two kinds of external field, constant B and B from nucleus



Theoretical Goal for precision QED: 
extension of successes in simple 

systems and hydrogenic atoms to the 
periodic table and chemistry

• Two pronged effort: Highly charged ions for 
the many-electron problem (3,11,19,29), and 
few electron atoms and molecules for 
nonrelativistic QED (NRQED). Most neutral 
systems still far away from precision 
theoretical control, but progress is being made 



Binding correction changes to -1/2 for 
radiative corrections to PNC from 

electron-Z vertex

This is hydrogenic: extension to cesium carried out by Pachucki, Shabaev, and Yerokhin
gives similar answers and changes Marciano-Sirlin calculation.



End of presentation

• Supplemental slides follow



Basic idea: compare Larmor and 
cyclotron frequencies of carbon ion:

Solve for m for hydrogenlike carbon:

Experiment gets frequency ratio, theory needed for g:
the electron  is ‘parked’ in a bound state



Nonperturbative nature of radiative
corrections to hfs

• At low Z, Schwinger correction results for s-
states (original indication of effect from H hfs).

• At high Z, known that Lamb shift deviates 
strongly from its Za expansion, exact methods 
required for hfs too. New function C(2) (Za)



Sample two loop diagram



Feynman diagrams for radiative
corrections to PNC


